We consider the Picard vector bundles defined over Jacobi varieties. The rank g + 1 Picard bundle imbeds in the rank 2g Clifford bundle, so the second order theta functions, viewed appropriately, span the dual of the Picard bundle over each fiber. We prove a result on the minimum number of such second order theta functions required to span the whole bundle at each point. We give an application of using these functions to describe subvarieties of the Jacobian. There follow comments on which functions we could use, and generalizations to higher order theta functions.
Introduction
Over the Jacobi variety of a compact Riemann surface, there are the naturally occurring Picard vector bundles. These bundles are derived by considering sufficiently high symmetric products of the curve, which map to the Jacobi variety. They reflect many essential properties of the Jacobi variety and of the curve. However, there is of yet no explicit description of these Picard bundles. They were initially investigated by Kempf [12] , and Mattuck [16, 17] . Gunning has shown [6] that the rank g + 1 Picard bundle sits inside the rank 2s Clifford bundle, representing the well-known transformation properties of second order theta function under half periods. One aim of this paper is to find in some sense a smaller explicitly describable bundle in which this Picard bundle sits. We prove a result that there exist 2g+ 1 second order theta functions that span the dual of this Picard bundle, and that this is the minimum number required. This implies that the pullback of this Picard bundle under an isogeny of the Jacobi variety sits inside a rank 2g + 1 bundle which is the rank 2g + 1 trivial bundle tensored with a line bundle. This result generalizes to the the rank (d -l)g + l Picard bundle. There follow some comments on whether we can say which 2g + 1 second order theta functions we can use.
which is a map s : S -> a , is described by a relatively automorphic function s: M -> C" for which j(Tz) = o(z, T)s(z) for all zeM and T € T. Such sections form a vector space denoted by Y(M, a). We will denote the trivial vector bundle of rank n by Jrn.
As in [6] , let Ç, denote the line bundle on M associated to the divisor consisting of the base point of the marking. For any t eCg , pt will denote the flat line bundle on M with factor of automorphy pt(AA) = 1 and pfB.) = exp2nit].
Similarly, vector bundles over the Jacobian / = Cg /AF will also be described by factors of automorphy, o : Cg x AF -► GL(n , C) such that o(w , Xx + Xf) = a(w +XX, Xf)a(w , Xx) for all w eCg and Xx, X2eAF . The total space of the associated vector bundle is E(o) = Cg x C"/(~) I J with the equivalence relation being (w , c) ~ (w +X,.a(w , X)c) for w e Cg , X e AF, and c eC . For any t e Cg, denote also by pt the flat line bundle with factor of automorphy pt(X) = exp2ni'qt for any X = p + Qq e AF .
Via the imbedding w: M <-* J, any vector bundle a on J induces by restriction a vector bundle w*o on M. We know w*pt = pt and w*£ = pfAf where r e Cg is the Riemann point associated to the marking, and £ is the theta line bundle defined in the following paragraphs.
Theta functions. For our period matrix Q, and in general any symmetric matrix with positive definite imaginary part, we define the first order theta function with characteristics as Chern classes. To every rank n vector bundle a over J is associated its total Chern class c(o) = I + cx + ■ ■ ■ + cn e H* (J, Z), where cfo) e H '(J,Z). Definitions and basic properties can be found in [11] .
We now fix some notation regarding the cohomology ring of /. Since an abelian variety of complex dimension g is topologically a product of 2 g circles, its cohomology ring is merely an exterior algebra on 2g generators. We can be more specific in the case of / , a principally polarized abelian variety. In this case, we have a canonical homology basis {ax, ... , ag, bx, ... , bg) c HX(J, Z).
That is, if we identify HX(J, Z) = AAF, then ai = 6i and bi = ÍIS¡., where License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. The bundles x AND x" Fix a marked Riemann surface M of genus g. We will recall the definition of the Picard bundles, and we will make precise the definitions of the factors of automorphy x" and X ■ We know Y(J, ¿) -> Y(M, prÇg) by restriction. We will concentrate on the maps T(J,pt_2^)^T(M,ptÇ.2g).
We know from [6] that this map is surjective for each t e Cg. Also, each Y(J, pt_2r£, ) has dimension 2g and each Y(M, ptÇ g) has dimension g+1.
The Clifford bundle x • We define the factor of automorphy x as follows. The vector of second order theta functions, 82[2r -t](w), viewed as a vector function of t, transform in the following manner [6] : for X = p + Clq e AAF,
where xW is a 2g x 2g matrix with ^-components
Define the factor of automorphy x of rank 2g by Xit,X) = pr(X) exp(-ni'q (t + {Oq))xW so that we have ö2[2r -(t + X)](w) = pw(X)x(t, X)82[2r -t](w).
This says 82[2r -t](w) e Y(J, pwx). We call this bundle x the Clifford bundle. This terminology is chosen because the collection of matrices xW form a Clifford algebra.
Note that xW as defined in (1) is not quite a factor of automorphy. One can check that xi^)xi^f) = (-1)V<?2+'^(^ (A,) • Also, since xW)vß = K+2q exP ni '2p -v = S^ ■ I ,we have that * (2A) = Id, the identity matrix.
Recall the notation = pw(X)82('x(t,X)c\2r-t)(w).
Hence we have (2) 82(x\t, X)c \2r-(t + X))(w) = pw(X)82(c \ 2r -t)(w),
where /*(/, X) = 'xit, X)~ is the dual factor of automorphy.
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The bundle x* • F°r any X e AF, define hx(w) = exp2ni'q ■ w, a function of w e Cg . This gives a nonzero section hx(w) e Y(J, pf), and exhibits the isomorphism J2" = px . We obtain from this isomorphism the natural identification
YiJ> Pt-iA ) -r^ rry> pt+x-2¿ )• This is natural in the sense that for
we have that hxi+x2iw) = K(w)hXi(w).
Hence for each teCg , {Y(J, pl+À_2rÇ2)}Xe^ are all naturally identified. Then we can form a rank 2g vector bundle over / = Of ¡AF whose fibre over / is 2 2 T(/ -, Pt-2r£ ) ■ Precisely, the total space is JJ,€y H/ > Pt-2^ ) • We now snow that this bundle is actually E(x*). The total space is really
where (t, fi(w)) ~(t + X, hfw)fi(w)) for fi(w) e Y(J, pt_2rcf). So for any ceC2 , (t, 82(c\2r-t)(w))~(t + X, hfw)82(c\ 2r-t)(w)).
The right-hand side equals 82(x*(t, X)c\2r -(t +X))(w) by noting that hfw) 2 2s
= pw(X) in (3) . Using the canonical identification Y(J, pt_2r¿l ) = C , we e 2g * have that the total space is C x C /(~), where (t,c)~(t + X,x it, k)c). By our discussions on factors of automorphy, this means that our vector bundle has factor of automorphy x* > E(x*) = ]\T(J,pt_2rc:2). teJ The Picard bundles x" and their duals x" • We now discuss the Picard bundles x". These rank n vector bundles, where n > g, are defined in [7] via the generalized theta functions, 8"(t, z) for i= 1, ... , n, which are functions on Cg x M. The essential property is that for each t, as functions of z, 8nl(t,z)eY(M,ptC+s~x) form a basis of this «-dimensional vector space. And as a function of t, 8n(t + X,z) = pw{z)(X)xn(t,X)8"(t,z), where 8"(t, z) is the obvious «-dimensional vector. This defines x" as a factor of automorphy of rank n, for each n > g. Now, using the natural identifications iw, Ptrg-1) -^ä y(m, Pt+xc+g-y),
we can form a vector bundle of rank n over J with total space
Urw.^r*-1). teJ This bundle is actually E(x"*) by applying an argument similar to the argument above for E(x*) ■ In particular, we will concentrate on the case n = g + 1 ; we have Eixg+l*) = unM,P¿2g).
teJ Now, the map Y(J, pt_2rÇ2) -► T(M, ptÇ2g) is given by the restriction map 82(c | 2r -t)(w) h-> 82(c \ 2r -t)(w(z)). Then the following diagram is clearly commutative. where M[ -► J is a classically studied projective bundle. In fact E(x"*) is the canonical lift of this projective bundle to a vector bundle that Mattuck and Kempf refers to as the Picard bundle. We will for some consistency reason instead refer to x" as the Picard bundle.
It is worth taking a little time to explain why our bundle x" is the same vector bundle Mattuck constructed in [17] since we will be using his calculation of its Chern classes. In general, given a projective bundle, the isomorphism class of a lift of this projective bundle is determined by a codimension one divisor on the total space of the projective bundle which happens to be the Chern class of the resulting universal line bundle. The divisor class specifying the lift that We have to check that this is well defined. This is clearly independent of the choice of the representative f e [fi]. More importantly, we have identified
Then all we need is that fi(z0) = hx(w(z0))f(z0), which is indeed true since w(Zf) = 0 and hx(0) = 1 . The zeroes of this section 5 is precisely where fi(zf) = 0. This happens precisely when the divisor of /, viewed as a divisor on M, contains p0 . We have which we can write simply as c(x"*) = e~6 e H'(J, Z).
Therefore the Chern class of the dual vector bundle is c(xn) = ee = l+8 + Ç + ---+ ^.
Note that c(x") and c(x"*) are independent of n.
3. The bundles x and x" and certain pullbacks
In order to study the question of how many second order theta functions 82(c \2r-t)(w(z)) it takes to span Y(M, pfA, g) for all /, we need to study the pullbacks of the Clifford and Picard bundles under the doubling map m: J' *-> J. The reason, as we will see later, is that the span of a second order theta function will not form a line subbundle of the Clifford bundle unless we we pull back by this map. For any bundle « on J, denote its pullback by tj = m*t]. The bundle tj has fiber at t e J given by
In terms of factors of automorphy, we have that rj(t, X) = t](2t, 2X).
Note that m isa finite covering map of degree 22g .
The induced cohomology map. It is easy to see that the map m takes each canonical 1-cycle to twice itself, so mta¡ = 2aj and mfbi = 2b¡. Next we wish to calculate c(x). We need the following proposition. The bundle x* • Recall that E(x*) was constructed as ]\t€J T(pt_2rÇ ) with the r that 2 2 the natural identifications T(pt_2r£, ) = r(pt+x_2r¿; ) for X e AAA?. It is clear £(**) = U r(p2t_2/) teJ 2 2 with the identifications r(p2(_2/.<^ ) = fA(p2t+2X_2r£, ) for X e A?. Now for a 2s fixed nonzero c eC , consider the one-dimensional subspace described by Span{02(c | 2r -2/)(w)} c r(p2/_2r¿;2)
as t varies. Let X = p + Çlq e A? . We have from equation (2) that pw(2X)82(c | 2r -2t)(w) = 82(X*(2t, 2X)c \ 2r -2(t + X))(w).
But from previous calculations, we know that X*(2t,2X) = p_2r(X)c;(t, X)-\d.
Hence we have (4) p_2r(X)c¡(t, X)~282(c | 2r -2(t + X))(w) = h2X(w)82(c \ 2r -2t)(w).
The natural identification of
identifies 82(c \ 2r-2t)(w) with h2X(w)82(c \ 2r -2t)(w). Thus under this identification, 82(c \ 2r -2(t + X))(w) and 82(c \ 2r -2t)(w) differ only by a scalar factor of p_2r(X)Ç(t, X) . In particular, this implies that For instance, suppose we are interested in the interplay of some basic second order theta functions {82(ci \ 2r-t)(w)}"=x when restricted to the curve M as t varies. We can consider 82(ci \ 2r-2t)(w) without changing the question. We would look at the map Propositions. For any nonzero c eC , we have an isomorphism pc = p_2rÇ, and so the Chern class of p* is c(p*c) = 1 -28.
Proof. Identify
Span{Ö2(c | 2r -2t)(w)} = txC by identifying 82(c \ 2r -2t)(w) <-» t x 1 . Then
where we want (t,ad2(c\2r-2t)(w))~(t + X,h2X(w)ad2(c\2r-2t)(w)) for t eCg , aeC, and X e A2f . By equation (4), this is actually (t, a82(c | 2r -2t)(w)) ~(t + X, p_2r(X)c;(t, X)'2a82(c \ 2r -2t)(w)).
By our identifications, this becomes (t, a) ~ (t + X, p_2r(X)Ç(t, X) a). Hence
the factor of automorphy of p* is p*(t, X) = p_2r(X)t;(t, X)~2 , which was to be proven. Remark 2. We see that the factor of automorphy pc is independent of c e C . That is, all the different p* are isomorphic as vector bundles. 2s * Remark 3. For any choice of a basis cx, ... , c2g of C , the map pc © ■ ■ • © p* -► x* is an isomorphism. The notation p* was chosen so as to be consistent and suggestive. The dual map of the injection p* <-» /* is the surjection x -* Pc, where pc is the dual line bundle of p*. This dual bundle has Chern class c(pf) = I +28 .
The objective
We now deal with the problem of how many basic second order theta functions of the form 82(c \ 2r -t)(w(z)) does it take to insure that they span r(prC2*) for all t. be the subvariety where these restricted theta functions fail to form a basis. Then viewing X e J, we must have either X = J or [X] = (2g -2)8 e H2(J, Z). In particular, X cannot be empty for g > 1.
Proof. Let p* = p* © • • • © p* . Then X is precisely the degeneracy locus of the map p* -> xg+1 ■ We will apply Porteous' formula, as stated in [2] or [4] . Otherwise, X has a component of dimension greater than g -1, which must necessary be of dimension g . Since J is an irreducible space, this forces X = J . This completes the proof.
Remark 4. For genus g = 1, we have 2s = 2 = g + 1 so that the Clifford bundle x a°d the Picard bundle x8+ are the same bundle. In this case, any two linearly independent cx, c2 would produce two 82(c¡ \ 2r -t)(w(z)) that span Y(M, ptÇ ) for all t. Clearly this must be the case since M = J in genus 1.
Remark 5. For genus g = 2, we have 2g = 4 and g + 1 = 3. So we know we can find 4 vectors c,, c2, c3, c4 such that {82(ci \ 2r -t)(w(z))} span Y(M, pfA, ) for all /. This is in fact the minimum number since by Proposition 6 we know it cannot be done with g + 1 = 3 .
In fact for genus g > 1 , these restricted second order theta functions interplay much more. The next theorem says that any choice of two such restricted second order theta functions cannot be linearly independent for all /. Therefore, a priori, we see that g + 1 of them cannot hope to be linearly independent for all t. Proof. Assume cx, c2 are linearly independent, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. The two corresponding theta functions describe a subbundle p* ®p* <-> X*, which for simplicity we will denote by p*. The restriction of the theta functions to M yields the map p* -» x8+^ ■ Suppose by contradiction that for all tf , 82(ci \ 2r -tf¡(w(z)), i = 1 , 2, remained linearly independent. By remark 1, this is equivalent to saying that the above map is injective. 
Main theorem
The question of exactly how many restricted second order theta functions 82(c | 2r -t)(w(z)) it takes to span Y(pttfg) for all t e Cg was completely answered in Remarks 4 and 5 for genuses g = 1 and g = 2. We now deal with the problem for g > 2. For this purpose we study the map Y(J, pt_2rC ) -* T(M, ptÇ2g) more closely.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For each teCg , let A(t) c C2* be the kernel of r(j,pt_2/)^Y(M,ptc2g).
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That is, by using the usual identification of Y(J, pt_2rÇ ) with C , we have A(t) = {ce C2' : 82(c \ 2r -t)(w(z)) = 0 in z}.
Since the above map is surjective, the dimension of each A(t) is 2g - (g + 1) . Clearly, the collection {¿1(0} forms an analytic family of linear subspaces of We are interested in the "orthogonal complement" A(t) which is taken with 2s respect to the symmetric inner product on C .To be precise, we have (9) A(tf = {a e C2* : 'a ■ c = 0 for all c e A(t)}, -L 2g so A(t) is a g + 1-dimensional subspace of C . Note that when we say "orthogonal", it is with respect to this symmetric bilinear form and not the Hermitian one; the reason is that we wish to keep all relations holomorphic. Proof. It was already noted that {A(t)} form an analytic family of subspaces. This means that {A(t)J~} is also a family of subspaces that vary analytically with t, as is easily seen through their definition (9) . Now, for each t e Cg , we projection onto the second factor. Now, for any compact set K c C , we have that its inverse image is p2x(K) = J x K, which is clearly compact since J is a compact space. Hence p2 is a proper map. Then we may apply the proper mapping theorem which states that the image of an analytic subvariety under a proper map is again an analytic variety. Therefore B is an analytic variety. Furthermore, the dimension of B can be at most the dimension of E(3 §), which is 2g + 1 . This completes the proof.
The following elementary proposition, whose proof we shall omit, will be used in the proof of the next lemma. the form 82(c | 2r -t)(w(z)), for some c e C . Then c e A(t) + Span{c;} implies that c = a + c , for some a e A(t) and c e Span{c,} . Then
82(c | 2r -t)(w(z)) = 82(a \ 2r -t)(w(z)) + 82(c \ 2r -t)(w(z)).
But a e A(t) implies 82(a \ 2r -t)(w(z)) = 0 in z . Hence 82(c | 2r -t)(w(z)) = 82(c \ 2r -t)(w(z)).
Thus any element in Y(ptÇ 8) can be written as 82(c \ 2r -t)(w(z)) for some c e SpanjcJ . This means that {82(ct \ 2r -t)(w(z))} span Y(plÇ2g). Since this is true for any t eCg , the proof is complete.
We now state and prove our main result on the number of restricted second order theta functions it takes to span Y(ptÇ2g) for all t.
Theorem 2. For genus g > 2 :
(1) There exist 2g+l vectors cx,c2, ... , c2 , e C such that for all t eCg , {82(ci \2r-t)(w(z))}i=x.2g+} span Y(M, pt(2g) as functions of z ; (2) and 2g + 1 is the minimum number necessary. Note that because B is the union of linear spaces, B has the property that for any b e B , we also have ab e B for any aeC.
That is, B is a cone. Denote the standard map from C2" \ (0) to CP2*"1 by 
This completes the proof of part (1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) If it were possible for cx, ... ,cm to satisfy the theorem for m < 2g, then trivially it could be done with m = 2 g. Hence to show that 2g + I is the minimum necessary, we only need to show that it is not possible for any {cx, ... , c2 } to satisfy the theorem. Suppose by contradiction that there do exist {c,, ... , c2 } that satisfy the theorem. The assumption that {02(c. | 2r-2t)(w(z))} spans Y(p2lÇ2g) for every t e Cg means that this map of bundles is surjective on each fiber. Hence we have a surjective map of vector bundles p* -> xg+] ■ This is equivalent to having an injective map of the dual bundles xg+l -* M ■ Let Q be the quotient bundle. So we have an exact sequence (12) o-^-zi-iß-O. Now, Q is a bundle of rank 2g -(g + 1) = g -1. Hence its gth Chern class cg(Q) must be zero. Now we compute the Chern class of Q. From (12) we have that c(Q) = c(p)/c(x^x).
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Since (2g -1) is an odd number, we must have that (2s-1) divides (2^-2).
Note 2g2 -2 = g(2g -I) + g -2. Consequently, it must be true that (2s-1) divides (g -2).
But since we are assuming that g > 2, we have that both (2s -1) and (g -2) are positive numbers with (2g -I) > (g -2). So it is impossible to have that (2s-1) divides (s-2), and we have arrived at a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem.
One application
As one application, consider the subvariety of special positive divisors in /, W" = {teCg: dirnT^C') > n}/3>.
Gunning has shown in [6] and [7] that they can be described by (14) K-2~a = {teCg:rank{82 Then by equation (14), we are done.
We have replaced the 2g x m matrix with a smaller 2g + 1 x m matrix. In particular, for m = p = 3, we have W™f2 =WX = M, the image of the curve in the Jacobian, and so o M -a = Wx -a = {teC8:rank{82(ci\2r-t)(w(aj))}i=x_2g+x.J=x2:3 <3}/J?.
Therefore M -a, a translate of the curve, can be recovered as the common zeroes of the (2g^x) = \(4g -g) sets of 3x3 subdeterminants of the 2s+lx3 matrix {62(ci\2r-t)(w(a]))}i=x_2g+x.^x2,.
It is amusing to note that the description of subvarieties of special positive divisors in Theorem 3 is reminiscent of the description of tangent cones to the same subvarieties in KempFs singularity theorem [13] . Both descriptions use certain minors of a certain matrix to generate the necessary equations.
Some comments
One aim of this paper was to find in some sense a small explicitly describable bundle in which the Picard bundle sits. We can say something about x8+l > the pullback of the Picard bundle by the doubling map. By Theorem 2, we have shown that xg+1 sits inside a rank 2s -I-1 scalar vector bundle, X.
^ P2r^ ^2g+\ ■ An interpretation of Theorem 2 is that there exists an imbedding
and that ~^"+1 is the smallest trivial bundle we can use. This imbedding is not unique and depends on which suitable cx, ... , c2 , one chooses.
It would be nice to know exactly which cx, ... , c2 , we can use in Theorem 2. Handling such a question would involve the study of B as defined in equation ( 10) Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2, part (1), there exists a linear subspace W c C2* with dimW = dim B such that W^ n B = (0). Taking W = Span{c,, ■■■ ,c¿imB}, we have Span{c,, ... , cdimß} n B = (0), which by Lemma 2 implies that cx, ... , cdimB satisfy Theorem 2, part (1). Since Theorem 2, part (2) says 2s + 1 is the minimal number, we must have dim B > 2g+1 . Since Lemma 1 says that B is an analytic variety with dimB < 2g+ 1, we conclude that dim B = 2 g + 1 .
2g -1
Corollary. PB is an analytic subvariety of CP of dimension 2g.
A natural question is what is the cohomology class of PB, that is, what is its degree b = [PB] e H2i(PlS~x ,Z)SZ,
where i = 2g -2g -I. Thus to each M is associated this positive integer b(M). It would be interesting to see if this number varies with M. We can attempt to calculate this number 2g b = [PB] as follows. Take a generic linear subspace H c C of dimension 2s -2g, so that X = PH n Pi? is a finite set of points, namely b number of points. Now recall the bundle A% that was defined in the proof of lemma 1. We have E(ß) c / x C2', so E'Y~3B) C J x PC2*-1 where P^ is the associated projective bundle. We have p2: E(Pâ §) -► PB, a surjective map between two compact varieties of the same dimension, 2s, so it is a finite map. Let d = degree of p2. For a generic H, X will be a generic finite set in PB and so pf (X) will be a finite set consisting of bd number of points. Consider X' = px(pf (X)) c J . Note that p, restricted to pfx(X) -> X' must be a one-to-one map. For suppose p2(t, c,), p2(t, cf) e X = PB n PH. This means that cx,c2e PA(t)1', which implies that Span{Cj, c2) c PB. Since Span{Cj, c2) c PH, then also Span{c,, c2) c X. Since X is a finite set this forces c, = c2. Hence X' consists of bd number of points. Noting that [one point] = |r, this means (15) [ It might still turn out to be the case that b(M) is the same for every compact marked Riemann surface M.
The vector bundle 3 § seems to be involved in this question. We can say one thing about this bundle. The image of x8+l '~t X on each fiber over (eC* is N(2t)Cg+x c C2 , which is exactly the fiber of p2fA, ® AÂAA over t. So we really get a map x8+l <_+ 2 -v p2r<^ ®£@ c x ■ This is necessarily an isomorphism since it is an injective map between two bundles of the same rank, so we have p2r¿; ®AA8 = x8+l , which completes the proof.
Using c(p_2lff~ ) = 1-20 and c(x8+x) = e4 and the formula for the Chern class of the tensor product of a vector bundle with a line bundle, we get
Corollary. The nth Chern class of AAS is k=0 v ' 2g
This completes our discussion on the subvariety B c C .
Next we wish to consider the set of subspaces Span{c1, ... , c2 x} that satisfy the main theorem. Denote by p' the set of 2s + 1-dimensional subspaces 2s Y = Span{c,, ... , c2g+x) of C that satisfy Theorem 2. So y is a subset of the Grassmannian Gr(2g + 1, 2s). At each point (tQ, Yf) e J x Gr, there is a neighborhood which can be parametrized by (t, SpanO^ , ... , y2g+x}), where yx, ... , y2g+x are vectors in C2* sufficiently near some fixed basis yx , ... , y2g+x of YQ. And restricting t close to t0, there exists some parametrization A(2t) = Span{ax(t), ... , aft)} , where n = 2g -(g + 1). Then Z' restricted to this neighborhood of (t0, Yf is exactly where rank{y,, ... , y2g+x, ax(t), ... , aft)} <2g, and so 3A' is the set of common zeroes of all the 2g x 2g subdeterminants of this matrix. This means that locally in J xGr, Z1 is an analytic subvariety, and hence 2A1 is an analytic subvariety. Note Z = p2(Z'), where p2 : 3 x Gr -> Gr is the projection onto the second factor. Since J is compact, p2 is a proper map. Therefore Z, being the image of a subvariety under a proper map, is an analytic subvariety of Gr. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4. The set %A is the complement of a codimension 1 subvariety in the Grassmannian Gr(2g + 1, 2g).
Proof. We will be using the fact that the dimension of a Grassmannian Gr(k, n) is (n -k)k . Let Z be the complement of ff as above. We know that Z is a subvariety, and that 2A = {Y: Y±nB¿(0)}.
We will count the dimension of Z by counting the number of ways of choosing Y e Gr(2* -2g -1,2g). The only requirement is that Y must intersect B . Since B is a cone of dimension 2s + 1, the number of different ways of Y intersecting B in a line is of dimension 2s. Having chosen a line L to be contained in F , we need to fill the rest of Y by choosing Y±/L e Gr(2* -2s -2, C2*/X).
The dimension of Gr(2* -2g-2,2g -1) is (2g -2g -2)(2g + I). Thus the dimension of AAZA is 2s + (28 -2s -2)(2s +l) = (28-2g-l)(2g + 1) -1.
Since the dimension of Gr(2s +1,2*) is (2g -2g -l)(2g + 1), we have that AA2A is of codimension 1 . This completes the proof.
Generalizations
We offer two generalization of the main theorem, one to dih order theta functions, the other to arbitrary vector bundles.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (1) There exists dg + 1 vectors cx,c2, ... , cdg+x e C such that for all teCg, {8d(ci \2r-t)(w(z)))i=l.dg+x span Y(M, pfA,dg) as functions of z ; (2) and dg + 1 is the minimum number necessary.
Theorem 5. Let sé be a (holomorphic) vector bundle of rank n over a compact analytic variety of dimension k . Suppose there is an imbedding sai <-+ J^, for some N > n + k, where ^N denotes the trivial bundle of rank N. Then:
( 1 ) There exists an imbedding s/ «-► *fn+k ■ (2) If in addition the kth Segre class of sé , sk(sé), is nonzero, then n + k is the minimum number necessary.
Proof of Theorem 4.
( 1 ) The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 except for some slight differences. We define a rank dg factor of automorphy Xd as that for which 8d(c \dr-(t + X))(w) = pw(X)xd(t, X)8d(c \ dr -t)(w).
Precisely, we have that for X = p + iAlq e AA£, is surjective, where we denote p* = p* © ■ ■ ■ © p* for simplicity. This means Cl Cdg that p* -► x"* is surjective on each fiber, and so is a surjective map of vector bundles J . Equivalently, this means that the map of the duals, x" -* P is an injective map. We have an exact sequence 0->?->¿í-»o->0
of vector bundles, where Q is the quotient bundle. Since Q has rank dg -(dg -g + I) = g -I, its gth Chern class must be zero. Using the fact that c(p) = (1 + dd)dg and c(x") = cd e , we compute the Chern class of Q :
Thus the sth Chern class of Q is Since (rfs -1) and d are relatively prime, this implies
Since we are assuming g > 1 and d > 2, we have that
So the only way that (dg -1) can divide (g -d) is if (g -d) = 0, which is S = d. We now consider two cases, according to whether d is even or odd, and show in each case that we arrive at a contradiction. First, we take the case where d = g is odd. So «3? > 3 . For k = 0, I, ... , g-3, we have that <*-*> **•« ««-fuBy equation (16) , this implies that
Using d = g ,we can rewrite this as 
l + ^irJ-= 2d -2d~l<d -2' so we have a contradiction here.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use cone allows us to consider its projectivization PR as an analytic subvariety of CP ~ of dimension dimR -1 . The fact that PR has dimension less than or equal to n + k -1 implies that a generic linear subspace of CP^-' of dimension N -1 -(n + k) will not intersect PR. Pick some generic linear subspace K c C* of dimension N -(n + k), so PK c CP^"1 will be of dimension N -1 -(n + k) and thus will not intersect PR. This implies that K n R = (0). Consider the canonical projection map n: CN -► CN/K . Fix an identification C /K = C"+ . This gives a map of vector bundles J^N -> J^+A.
by E(SN) = XxCN -12Ï* E{SH+k) = Xx C"+k , whose kernel is XxK . We are interested in the composition sé •-> J?N -> ^n+k ■ On each fiber over x e X, the map is E(s/)x = RnE(J?N)x^E(Jr-n+k)x, The kernel is (X x K) n (R n E(J^N)X) = (KnR)n E(JrN)x = (0), so the map is injective on each fiber. This gives us an injection sé «-► J^n+k , which completes the proof of part (1).
(2) We now assume in addition that the kth Segre class of sé , sk(srf) e 2k H (X, Z), is nonzero. Recall that the Segre class is defined as the inverse of the Chern class. Precisely, we have s(saf) = l/c(s/) e H*(X, Z). Suppose by contradiction that n + k is not the minimum number required, so there exists some imbedding srf <-» Sm for some m < n + k -1 . There is an exact sequence O -j/-J? -+ (? -o of vector bundles over X, where Q is the quotient bundle. The fact that rankö = m -n < k -1 implies that the kth Chern class of Q, ck(Q), must be zero. But we have that c(Q) = c'SJIc'sf) = l/c(sf) = s(sf), so that ck(Q) = sk(ssf) is nonzero by assumption. This contradiction completes the proof.
In fact the construction of the imbedding stf «-» ^n+k done in the proof above says more. Corollary 1. Suppose we have the same assumptions as in Theorem 5. Then there exists an imbedding srf <-^ ^n+k where ^n+k is some quotient bundle of J^N and the imbedding comes from the composition suf «-» J^ -» <y"+k ■ The dual statement of this corollary is the following. Corollary 2. Let sé be a (holomorphic) vector bundle of rank n over a compact analytic variety of dimension k . Suppose there is a surjection SN -» sé , for some N > n + k . Then:
( 1 ) There exists a subbundle ^Ar"+k '-* ^N, so that the restricted map yrn+k -<■ sf remains surjective.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) If in addition the kth Segre class of sé , sk(sé), is nonzero, then n + k is the minimum number necessary.
Final remarks
We will illustrate another usage of the identification Ar"1 = PE(x"~g+ ). In [16] , Mattuck was interested in cross sections of the projective bundle M -> J , with n > 2g -1 . There he proved that M[2g~x] -> / has no cross sections for "general" M, but that for n > 4g, M -> J does have cross sections. Observe that for any vector bundle sé , a cross section of Psé corresponds exactly to a line subbundle of sé . The fact that M[ g~x] has no cross sections is equivalent to the fact that x8 has no line subbundles, which can be deduced as follows. Suppose x8 has a line subbundle, call it L. For "general" M, the codimension 1 divisors of J(M) are all linear combinations of translations of the theta divisor, so necessarily c(L) = I + ad for some a eZ. Then c(x8*/L) = c(x8)/c(L) = e~e/(l + a8) = e~e(l -ad + a282 -■ ■ ). But rankxg*/L = g -1 implies 0 = cg(x8*/L) = (-8) which contradicts the fact that the exponential polynomial has no rational roots. This was essentially the proof Mattuck gave.
We can improve on his bound of 4s by the following argument. Consider the bundle x ■ Since â, is an ample line bundle on J , we have for some sufficiently large N e Z that ¿; 0 x8+ is generated by global sections. The rank of this bundle is 1 larger than the dimension of the base space. By Atiyah's theorem [3, Theorem 2], <;N ® x8+l has a trivial line subbundle, J^ <-» £N <g> X8+l ■ Thus we have £,~N <-+ x8+X > so that x8+l has a line subbundle. This means that M has a cross section.
Theorem 6. The projective bundle Af -* J has cross sections for n >2g.
So we obtain an imbedding J <-► Ar g'. In fact, being a cross section, this is a nonsingular imbedding.
This theorem on the existence of cross sections of projective bundles can be generalized to more general varieties. Theorem 7. Let X be a nonsingular projective variety of dimension k. Then any projective bundle P of dimension n > k has a cross section.
Proof. We will use Serre's results [18] that over a projective variety, every coherent analytic sheave corresponds uniquely to a coherent algebraic sheave. So for the moment, view P as an algebraic projective bundle. Since X is nonsingular, in particular locally factorial, we may apply a result of Grothendieck [5, §3.4 ] that every algebraic projective bundle is derived from some algebraic vector bundle. Let E be some vector bundle of rank n + 1 for which P = PE. Being a projective variety, X has an ample line bundle. Let £ be an ample line bundle on X. For some large enough N, Ç ®E is generated by global sections. Since this vector bundle has dimension n + 1 > k, then by Atiyah's theorem [3, Theorem 2] , it has a trivial subbundle S <-» ÇN ® E. Then £fN «-> E is a line subbundle of £. This implies that P has a cross section.
In particular, since the Jacobian of a curve is a nonsingular projective variety, we have Corollary. Every projective bundle over J of dimension greater than g has a cross section.
